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Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology enabling digital transactions without the
need for central governance. Once transactions are added to the blockchain, they
cannot be altered. One of the main challenges of blockchain implementation is how to
create a scalable network meaning verifying many transactions per second. The goal
of this thesis is to survey different approaches for scaling blockchain technologies.
Scalability is one of the main drivers in blockchain development, and an important
factor when understanding the future progress of blockchain.
The energy sector is in need of further digitalisation and blockchain is therefore of
interest to enhance the digital development of smart grids and Internet of Things. The
focus of this work is put on a case study in the energy sector regarding a payment
system for electrified roads.
To research those questions a qualitative method based on interviews with
blockchain experts and actors in electrified roads projects was applied. The interviews
were processed and summarised, and thereafter related to map current
developments and needs in the blockchain technology.
This thesis points to the importance of considering the trilemma, stating that
blockchain can be two of three things; scalable, decentralised, secure. Further,
Greenspan’s criteria are applied in order to recognise the value of blockchain. These
criteria together with the trilemma and understanding blockchain’s placement in the
hype cycle, are of value when implementing blockchain.
The study shows that blockchain technology is at an early stage and questions remain
regarding future business use. Scalability solutions are both technical and case specific
and it is found that future solutions for scaling blockchain are emerging.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
År 2008 skrevs en artikel om en ny IT teknik som kunde möjliggöra pengatransaktioner
utan en bank. Den nya valutan heter Bitcoin, och har sedan dess ökat i värde med en
oväntad hastighet. Tekniken bakom Bitcoin heter blockchain, på svenska kallat
blockkedjan. En blockkedja är en teknik som möjliggör att digitala transaktioner kan
genomföras utan en mellanhand. De digitala transaktionerna lagras och redovisas i
blockkedjan där alla användare har varsin kopia av hela blockkedjan, vilket i sin tur gör all
information synlig. Förenklat är en blockkedja en databas som loggar genomförda
transaktioner. Transaktioner som är lagrade i blockkedjan kan inte förändras. Många tror
att blockkedjan kommer förändra många digitala system och skapa många nya
affärsmöjligheter. En sektor som vill använda sig av blockchain är energisektorn. Tanken
är att blockkedjan kan leda till förenklad elhandel, eftersom blockkedjan kan användas som
en delad databas mellan flera aktörer.
Idag kan blockkedjan endast hantera omkring 14 transaktioner per sekund, vilket är långt
ifrån VISAs 2000 transaktioner per sekund. Innan blockkedjan kan implementeras
storskaligt måste den möjliga transaktionskapaciteten ökas. Denna studie har därför haft
som syfte att undersöka och identifiera anledning till dessa problem samt möjliga lösningar
till att kunna använda blockkedjan storskaligt. För att öka förståelsen för hur blockkedjan
kan användas i energisektorn har studien vidare valt att undersöka ett specifikt
användningsfall. Fallet som har undersökt är ett betalsystem för elvägar. Det finns två
elvägspilotprojekt som utvecklas fram till 2018 i Sverige, där syftet är att elfordon ska
kunna ladda batterierna medan de kör på vägen. Tekniken och infrastrukturen utvecklas
och testas under 2017, men hur betalning av el ska gå till är ännu ej löst. Studien har därför
undersökt hur transaktioner skulle kunna hanteras av en blockkedja.
Uppsatsen har applicerat en kvalitativ metod baserat på en litteratur- och intervjustudie. De
personer som intervjuats är experter inom blockkedjetekniken, samt aktörer delaktiga i
elvägsprojekt.
Då blockkedjan är en ny teknik som ska implementeras på marknaden har innovationsteori
studerats. Olika faser av innovation samt den så kallade Hype-kurvan har använts för att
förstå blockkedjans framtida utveckling. Det finns även fem kriterier för att utvärdera
potentiella användningsfall av blockkedjan och dessa har använts för att skapa en större
förståelse för både användningsfallet av elvägar samt möjligheterna att använda
blockkedjan i energisektorn. För att öka förståelsen för hur blockkedjan kan användas
storskaligt har ett så kallat trilemma undersökts. Trilemmat säger att blockkedjan kan
uppfylla två av tre egenskaper; skalbart, decentraliserat och säkert.
Studien har identifierat att långsiktiga lösningar för att skala upp blockkedjan inkluderar att
minska antalet noder som godkänner transaktioner samt undvika onödiga beräkningar på
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blockkedjan. Gällande användning av blockkedjan för betalsystem för elvägar finns två
möjliga designval för att kunna hantera mängden transaktioner. Viktiga tankar att ta med i
konstruktion av ett system med blockkedjan är valet av aktörer i nätverket samt vilken
information som ska vara synlig för vem. Studien visar också att blockkedjetekniken är i
ett tidigt skede där förväntningar är höga, men att tekniken inte är lösningen till alla
problem.
Vidare forskning bör fokusera på hur en teknik som blockkedjan kan skapa riktigt värde
och gå från teori och förväntning till kommersiell användning. För att utveckla forskningen
gällande blockkedjan bör även undersökningar med storskaliga tester genomföras. Genom
att testa och utvärdera resultaten kommer skalbarhetsproblemet att kunna undersökas på en
djupare nivå.
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1. Introduction
Blockchain is discussed as a revolutionary technology and is right now at the top of many
companies’ agendas. Blockchain is a technology that spreads the power across the system,
giving each person the opportunity for equal influence. No single entity controls the
information in the system [1]. Furthermore, the information is open to be read by all people
in the network, facilitating a transparency that has not been possible before blockchain
technology.
Blockchain is a technology that will create new business models and new ways of
transacting value on the Internet [2]. This is why companies and developers are investing a
great deal of money into projects like never before. Everybody is trying their best to find
the maximal value and optimise their use of blockchain technology, but as for now in
2017, the question is how. The future of blockchain is unknown, but it will for certain
change the way business is conducted.
Blockchain originates from Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency presented in 2008, and has been
developed for several different use cases since then [1]. To find the right use case for
blockchain is not as simple as one might think. There are 5 criteria that can be used to
evaluate blockchain use cases, these include questions as need for share database and
absent of trust [3].
The purpose of Bitcoin was to have a currency without central governance, as a bank. In
turn, this forces transactions to take time to be secure [1]. The time for transactions and
amount of transactions that can be made, affects how the blockchain can scale [4]. When
designing a blockchain there is a choice between three attributes, of which only two can be
achieved at once. This problem is called the trilemma and includes decentralisation,
security and scalability [5]. Therefore, solutions for scaling blockchain needs to be
investigated in order to implement blockchain for other applications than cryptocurrency.
One sector considering the value of using blockchain is the energy sector. The rapid
expansion of digitalisation in the energy sector opens up for flexibility and will accelerate
the transition into a smarter energy system [6]. In order for the energy sector to become
more digital and to embrace new smart technology, as blockchain, the energy market must
adjust and become more flexible.
One specific use case for the energy sector and for the future of a carbon dioxide free
Sweden is electrified roads. One thing that needs to be solved before electrified roads can
be implemented in Sweden is how to debit the electricity, i.e. a payment system. Vehicles
that use the electrified roads will need to pay in some way, but the question of remains to
be answered. Using blockchain in a payment system will make energy solutions more
digital, and thus smarter and more efficient.
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1.1 Objective and research question
The overall goal of this thesis is to survey different approaches for scaling blockchain. The
focus is put on a case study in the energy sector regarding a payment system for electrified
roads. An overall aim has also been to study blockchain with an innovation perspective to
better understand non-technical aspects of implementing blockchain technology. These
overall question is broken up in three subquestions:
1) Which design choices affect scalability in a Blockchain solution?
2) Which solutions to these scalability problems are suggested?
3) How can those be of use in the case study of electrified roads?
These questions are explored through interviews with both Blockchain as well as energy
sector experts. The outcome of this thesis is a suggestion how future Blockchain
technologies can be of future use in the energy sector.
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2. Method
This chapter present first a dictionary explaining terms used. After that follows a
presentation of the background necessary to understand blockchain technology and how
blockchain can be a part of the energy industry. Thereafter, a description of how this study
was conducted and which theoretical frameworks that were used, are presented.

2.1 Dictionary
Table 1. Explanations of blockchain terms
Hash

A hash function is a mathematical function that takes a dataset as
input and returns a fixed value, a hash value [7].

Public

All data in the ledger is visible for whoever wants to view [8], e.g.
Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Private

The data in the chain is only viewable for selected people [8], e.g.
Bank consortiums.

Full node

Any computer that downloads the entire history of the blockchain
and can verify new blocks [9], e.g. Bitcoin.

Light node

Downloads only header information and cannot verify all
information. Light nodes cannot mine [8], e.g. Mobile devices.

Client

Software that provides cryptocurrency wallets to users [10].

Consortium

A group that together combines resources to reach a common goal
[11]. Often pools of miners.

Consensus

To agree within a group. Often refers to the process of reaching
consensus [12].

Consensus algorithm

The process of how consensus is reached [13], e.g. proof of work.

Miners

Nodes verifying the Bitcoin and Ethereum network are called
miners [1].

Cryptocurrency

A digital asset [14], e.g. Bitcoin and for Ethereum, Ethers.

Token

Referred to as digital asset on the blockchain.

Hard fork

An update to the network not compatible with older software [15].

Peer-to-peer

Are activities between peers [16], e.g. Skype.
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Distributed ledger

A shared and synchronised database spread across the network.
Includes peer-to-peer and consensus algorithms, excluding central
party and data storage [17].

Decentralised

The decisions power is spread across the network [18].

Centralised

Only one party making important decisions within a system [19].

Open source

Code made available to anyone. Often developed collaborative
[20].

Blockchain use case

A situation where blockchain is a solution to a given problem in
order to reach a desired goal [21].

Table. 2 Abbreviations of blockchain terms
PoS

Proof of stake

PoW

Proof of work

PBFT

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Table 3. Energy sector translations
The Swedish Transport Administration

Trafikverket

The Swedish Energy Agency

Energimyndigheten

The Swedish Transport Agency

Transportstyrelsen

Electrified roads

Roads that will have energy transfer
technology installed, via pantographs or
rails in the roads.
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2.2 Distributed network
A computer network consists of nodes connected to each other. The nodes can be
connected differently to create a specific structure in the network. Each network uses a
specific protocol and algorithm to share data [22].

Figure 1. An illustration of different network structures. To the left shows a centralised
network where the red dot represents the central node connected to the rest of the network.
The middle figure represents a decentralised network with red dots as full nodes and black
nodes as clients. The right figure shows a distributed network structure where all control is
distributed equally throughout the network.
A centralised network has one central node, the red dot, that is connected to clients,
visualised as black dots. The central node controls the network and if removed, the
network fails [23].
A decentralised network does not have one central node, but instead each node contributes
to the control of the network. The red dots are full nodes and the black dots are clients. The
resources are allocated on all nodes and every node has the same power of the network
[18]. For example, the internet is a decentralised network with nodes spread across the
world and with no maximum limit of nodes [24].
A distributed network is a system of computers with all the data spread across the network.
The computers, or nodes, are all connected to each other. In a distributed network all nodes
are full nodes. This creates a network that is very hard to break down [25].

2.3 Blockchain
Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology where every full node in the network
downloads a copy of the same ledger. The ledger is a collection of all transactions ever
made on the blockchain. The original thought of blockchain was to have all transactions on
the blockchain viewable to all nodes in the network. All nodes in the network need to
verify a transaction for it to be completed. No third party verifies transactions, meaning
that the power is distributed through the network. The transactions are stored in series in a
10

chronological order of blocks, as soon as the transaction is verified. The blocks are then
put together creating a chain of blocks, also known as a blockchain. Once a block is added
to the chain it cannot be changed, making the blockchain irreversible [26].

Figure 2. Illustrates a blockchain back to the first block, the genesis block (the green). The
black blocks make up the longest chain of blocks. The purple blocks represent the hard
forks the blockchain has made [27].
There are three types of nodes that can be used in a blockchain network - Full nodes, light
nodes and clients. A full node computes all computations necessary for verifying
transactions [28]. A light node only downloads header information and cannot verify all
information [8]. A client is software that provides cryptocurrency wallets to users. The
clients rely on full nodes verifying transactions, since the users of wallets only can perform
transactions [10].
How the process of verification of transactions is performed on the blockchain depend on
the blockchain protocol [29]. A protocol is a set of rules and instructions that apply to all
nodes in the network [30]. Depending on purpose, the blockchain protocol is constructed
differently. These design choices are still under development and every year more
alternatives to original Bitcoin blockchain are launched.
2.3.1 Public and private blockchains
A public blockchain means that anyone that downloads the blockchain is able to; (1) view
transactions (2) verify transactions (3) make transactions. The first blockchain created and
used for Bitcoin is called a public blockchain. When viewing transaction, the addresses of
the ones making transactions are anonymous. The information showing is amount
transacted and time of transaction. For example, see [31].
In contrast to public blockchains, there are also private blockchains. In private blockchains,
nodes have to be accepted into the network and not every node can view, make and verify
transactions. These networks are sometimes called consortiums [11]. Some articles refer to
this as permissioned blockchains, but to make the language in this thesis more consistent,
the term private will be used.
2.3.2 Process of verifications of transactions
Verifying transactions on the blockchain, are performed by the nodes in the network. The
nodes agree by reaching consensus [13]. The process of reaching consensus is made
accordingly to a consensus algorithm. Different blockchain protocols use different
consensus algorithms.
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Figure 3. The process of a transaction on the blockchain. 1. A transaction is suggested. 2.
Transaction sent to nodes in the network. 3. Nodes in the network verify transaction. 4.
Transaction is put into a block. Block is added to the blockchain. 5. Transaction is
completed. PwC global power & utilities [32].
Proof of work
The consensus algorithm used by both Bitcoin and Ethereum is called proof of work, PoW.
Nodes in the Bitcoin and Ethereum network verifying transactions are called miners. The
miners mine to earn money, cryptocurrency [29]. Every miner generates new blocks with a
hash value based on the hash value from the current block. The miner that first generates a
hash value lower than a current target wins. The winning miner is rewarded with
cryptocurrency and with fees paid by the node making the transaction. The winner’s block
is also accepted as the current block [33] [34]. After a block is added all other nodes have
to start over, now based on the new hash [1]. As shown in figure 2, different blocks can be
created at the same time and this generates forks in the chain. As time proceeds the shorter
chains will be abandoned by the network. This happens since mining on the wrong chain
do not generate cryptocurrency [35].
In the Bitcoin protocol the current hash target is set to generate a new block on average
every ten minutes. This is called the block time. Each block contains several transactions,
and the size of the block differs depending on protocol. The Bitcoin protocol block size has
a limit of 1 MB [36]. Another specific attribute to the Bitcoin protocol is that six blocks
have to be added to the chain before a transaction is counted as confirmed. This is a
security measure in order to avoid cryptocurrency being spend more than once, called
double spending.
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Figure 4. A general illustration of what a blockchain using proof of work might look like
according to Yevgenieiy Brikman. Each block has a specific hash and are connected to
each other. Block 51 is connected to block 52 etc. The smaller boxes show the encrypted
transactions on that block [37].
To claim that blockchain is irreversible is not completely true. In order to change a
transaction on the blockchain, one node would need the same amount of computational
power as has been put into the blockchain since that transaction was verified. Mining is
therefore computationally expensive work, in order to secure the state of the blockchain.
The purpose of making mining hard is also to hinder the miners of producing too much
cryptocurrency for themselves. In 2014 research showed that the electrical power
consumed for the Bitcoin network was equal the electrical power consumed for the whole
of Ireland [38].
Proof of stake
Transaction verification can also be created through the consensus algorithm proof of
stake, PoS. The general concept of PoS is that a node, for PoS called forger, with the
highest stake has a higher probability of creating a block. For PoS all cryptocurrency
already exists in the network, and forgers have to buy cryptocurrency. The stake is
determined by how much cryptocurrency the forger has. For example, if Anna has 60
coins, Bob has 30 and Cedric 10, Anna has 60 % chance of forging the next block, Bob has
30 % and Cedric 10%. All blocks created in the network are used in the blockchain, and no
unnecessary blocks are created. The forger of a block is rewarded with cryptocurrency,
taken from the fee paid by the node making the transaction [39]. Proof of stake is under
development and different protocols use it in individual ways.
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
As said in 2.3 a blockchain can be private, where the nodes in the network are known and
predetermined. This means that nodes are not anonymous, and therefore it is in the nodes’
own interest not to fool the network. Instead it is their interest to verify transactions, since
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it is their own initiative to have transaction on a blockchain. Therefore, there is no need for
nodes to be rewarded in order to verify transactions. Consensus can then be reached in
other ways than in public blockchains. One of these ways are with a Byzantine Fault
Tolerance protocol, BFT. BFT is a family of protocols known and used for almost 30 years
[40]. In 1999 Miguel Castro and Barbara Liskov published a paper describing a new form
of BFT that they claimed was more practical. Castro and Liskov called it Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance, PBFT, and had the purpose of handling systems like the
Internet [41]. PBFT is now one of the protocols used for private blockchains [42].
2.3.3 Smart contracts that are indisputable
Nick Szabo wrote about smart contracts in the 90’s, as a way of having relations and
agreements written into software [43]. Smart contracts, in a blockchain, are code that
represent a contract between parties embedded into the ledger. The contract is executed
automatically when triggered by transactions [44]. As the contract is embedded in the
blockchain, it is indisputable if it has been executed or not without the involvement of a
third party [45].
2.3.4 Blockchain scalability problems today
A scalable system can successfully handle an increase in work, for e.g. an increase of
nodes and computations [46]. The original thought of Bitcoin was to enable complete
decentralisation and security, therefore the computational power put into making the chain
of blocks had to be high enough so that no single node could overpower it. Consequently,
it is impossible to later change the transactions being added to the ledger [1]. The choice of
complete decentralisation and security affects scalability. In this thesis, two problems are
raised as underlying factors affecting scalability, and these are [45]:
1)

High latency.

The latency for a transaction on the blockchain is the time it takes for the transaction to be
verified.
2)

Low system transaction throughput.

The throughput for blockchain is the maximum number of transactions that can be made in
one second. Compared to other money transactions, the throughput for Bitcoin and
Ethereum is low. Visa can handle about 2000 transactions per second but has been
stressed-tested up to 56 000 transactions per second [47] [48]. Bitcoin can operate a
maximum of 7 transactions per second and Ethereum 14 transactions per second [49]. A
test made in 2016 showed that Hyperledger can reach 400 transactions per second [50].
2.3.5 Blockchain actors and development this far
The blockchain community and start-ups have driven the early development of blockchain.
This has mostly been done open source, meaning that the code is open for anybody to view
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and copy [20]. Many actors have therefore had the possibility to take part of the
development, and recently large corporations have taken the lead on developing
blockchain.
Table 4. Some of the most active blockchain actors/cryptocurrencies
Name

Cryptocurrency

Value
of one
token

Number
of nodes

Consensus
algorithm

Comment

Bitcoin

BTC

$2560
[51]

6955 [52]

PoW

The first
blockchain

$194
[53]

14848
[54]

PoW

Uses smart
contracts

PBFT with
weighted nodes
[55]

Calls itself
flexible

Ripple consensus

Blockchain
inspired

Ethereum Ether

Hyperledger

None

Ripple

XRP

$0.308
[56]

Ethereum is a platform for blockchain applications using smart contracts. The Ethereum
project is developed by a foundation spread across the world, but still one of the founders
Vitalik Buterin plays a role as the spokesperson of Ethereum [57]. During the spring of
2017 a network called Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA) was established, with goal of
sharing design for public and private blockchains working with start-ups and corporate
giants [58] [41]. Some of the companies engaged in EEA are Microsoft, UBS, Intel and
Accenture [59] [42].
The Hyperledger project is an umbrella for several different blockchain developments. For
the last years, the project has gained a lot of attention and is hosted by the Linux
foundation, with support from big industry names as Intel, J.P. Morgan and Accenture
[60]. IBM’s Fabric is the furthest developed blockchain in the Hyperledger project. Fabric
is, according to IBM, a platform for flexible blockchain use [61].
2.3.6 Blockchain for the energy industry
Blockchain does not have an intermediate controlling transactions, which positively affects
fees and also time for transactions that in some cases can take days, e.g. transactions
between banks. Therefore, large companies are interested to take part in blockchain
development [32]. According to a study made by PWC, the possibilities for blockchain in
15

the energy sector are mainly for energy trading without a central actor. Transactions
between consumers and producers could be made decentralised. Blockchain also makes it
easier for renewable energy prosumers, actors that both produce and consume, to sell their
excess energy. Eventually there are possibilities to truly change the entire energy market
regarding billing and charging, trading, proof of origin and ownership. According to DNV
GL[1], and many others, blockchain could be an important piece of the puzzle for smart
grids solving flexibility problems [62]. A smart grid is an electricity grid that uses
information and control technology to use electricity in a more sustainable and flexible
manner [63]. Smart meters are appliances used to create a smarter grid and is an electrical
device that records electricity consumption and communicates that to the utility [64]. The
future of the energy industry is highly affected by digitalisation with smart meters, micro
grids and grid management.

Figure 5. Survey form German energy industry executives, by DENA and ESMT Berlin
summer of 2016. Illustrates where blockchain will have most effect on the energy industry.
The largest circles received most responses and the darkest circle are the ones believed to
have largest impact. [65]
The illustration above shows where blockchain will have presumed effect on the energy
industry according to executives in the energy industry. The biggest circles are the ones
that gained most responses, and the darkest colours are the ones believed to have the
largest impact.
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2.4 The Swedish energy sector
The Swedish electricity market was deregulated in 1996 creating a competitive electricity
market and making electricity cheaper [66]. Still, the energy sector is subject to substantial
government regulations [67]. Consumers can choose their electricity trading companies to
reduce their costs [68]. The trade market Nord Pool determines the price of electricity,
after the electricity trading companies have made their bids [50]. Sweden’s electricity
system is characterised by centralised production of mainly hydro and nuclear power, and
was built having production far away from where it was consumed [69]. In 2009, the
Swedish government decided that by 2020 renewable energy should make up at least 50%
of the total energy production, based on the European Union's 2020 goals. In 2015, the
Swedish government could conclude that Sweden will both reach and exceed these goals
[70]. During 2016 Sweden produced 152 TWh, distributed according to figure four [71].

Figure 6. Shows distribution of electricity production in Sweden. The electricity production
in Sweden is divided between hydro, nuclear, wind and cogeneration power. [72]
In order to maintain the reliability and efficiency in the grid, it will be vital to introduce
measures and new incentives [73] [56]. This is because variable electricity production as
wind and solar power increases, resulting in a grid more sensitive to disruptions. The safety
of delivery also decreases as a result. Transitioning into a smart grid includes both new
technical solutions and new business models [69] [52]. Thereby, Sweden faces a challenge
to make the grid more smart and flexible. One flexibility solution is energy storage and
batteries.
The national grid is owned and operated by Svenska Kraftnät. Three distribution network
operators - Vattenfall Eldistribution, E.ON Elnät Sverige and Ellevio owns most of the
regional grid. The government, municipalities and companies are the main owners of the
local grids. [74]. Today there are 134 regional and national electricity trading companies in
Sweden [75], despite that number the electricity market is dominated by three actors
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Vattenfall, E.ON and Fortum [76]. In total the Swedish electricity market consists of
several actors responsible for different activities [74]:
▪

Electricity consumers: Actors consuming electricity, can be both private persons
and companies.

▪

Electricity producers: Companies producing electricity and feeds into the electricity
grid. Sells the produced electricity to electricity trading companies, e.g. Fortum.

▪

Distribution network operators: Owns and operates the distribution of electricity
from production facilities to electricity consumers. Regional grid and local grid,
e.g. Ellevio.

▪

Electricity trading companies: Purchases electricity from electricity producers via
the trade market Nord Pool or other electricity trading companies and sells to
electricity consumers, e.g. Fortum.

▪

Balance responsible: Responsible for the economic electricity production and
consumption are equal within the company. Often an electricity trading company.

▪

Transmission network operators: Responsible for ensuring that the electricity
production and consumption including export and import are equal for all hours of
the day. Svenska Kraftnät.

▪

Trade market: Organises the physical delivery and long-term financial market of
electricity. Nord Pool Spot.

▪

Government agencies: There are several Swedish government agencies with
different responsibilities, e.g. the Swedish Energy Agency and the Swedish Energy
Inspectorate.

2.4.1 The Swedish transport system and a fossil free vehicle fleet
The Swedish government via the Swedish Transport Administration or municipalities owns
all roads in Sweden. They are responsible for maintenance and new road infrastructure
projects [77].
In 2009, the Swedish government established a long-term priority that Sweden by 2030
should have a fossil free vehicle fleet and use energy more efficiently in the transport
sector. The aim is to reduce the use of fossil fuels in the transport sector, which was
approximately 25% of Sweden's total energy consumption during 2015 and road traffic
was 93.8% of that consumption [78] [79]. In May 2017, 32 488 chargeable vehicles were
registered in Sweden, which can be compared to only 1 217 in 2012 [80]. Today an electric
vehicle can run on average 100-150 kilometres [81] and there are 3275 public charge
points in Sweden [80]. To increase electric vehicles, the charging infrastructure needs to
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expand and it will be important that many public charge points are set up located in both
urban and non-urban areas [82].
An alternative to charge stations is to charge the vehicle while driving, on so-called
electrified roads [83]. Electrified roads are one more piece of the puzzle in creating the
future transport system [84]. Therefore, the Swedish Transport Administration have
together with Vinnova and the Swedish Energy Agency procured two electrified road
projects with focus on heavy traffic [85], making Sweden one of the first countries
conducting live projects [84]. The aim of these two projects is to create knowledge about
electrified roads and act as decision support for future projects [85]. Different technologies
to feed vehicles with electricity are being tested in each project. The first project was
installed in June 2016 and takes place between Gävle and Sandviken on E16, and tests a
pantograph placed on the roof of a hybrid truck. The second project will take place
between Arlanda airport and Rosersberg from 2017, with a rail placed into the asphalt [84].
2.4.2 Prestudy about payment system for electrified roads.
In 2015 RISE Viktoria coordinated a prestudy about payment systems for electrified roads
together with mainly Ericsson, SP technical Research Institute of Sweden and the Swedish
Transport Administration. RISE Viktoria, before Viktoria Swedish ICT, is a research
institute founded in Sweden in 1997 and conducts research in collaboration with industry,
public sector and universities [86]. One main application is sustainable transport focusing
on IT applications that support sustainable development of transportation [87].
It is still unknown how electrified roads will be used and therefore it will be important that
the payment system is scalable and open, enabling interoperability and different business
models. Most likely, electrified roads will include several actors that all want to be paid.
As for electrified roads, it is important that a single vehicle knows that electricity is
available at all electrified roads always, regardless of actors involved. According to the
prestudy, it is also important for each user to receive an invoice for the total consumption
and be able to confirm that the invoice is correct when questioning a debit. [88]
The prestudy has compiled ten requirements that each payment system developed for
electrified roads should consider, for details see [88].

2.5 Analysis method
This thesis applied an exploratory method investigating the challenges of scalability in
blockchain technology. By doing this, the thesis has examined how blockchain technology
could create a payment system for electrified roads. This has required an understanding of
the technical and conceptual aspects of blockchain to be established. An exploratory
method with qualitative data divided into a literature, interview and case study have been
applied to ensure that both technical and non-technical perspectives have been included in
the research.
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Figure 7. Illustrates the process of this thesis. From left to right: first the purpose was
formulated. A literature study followed. After the case and interview study was conducted.
Further literature research was conducted based on the interviews. Finally, the
conclusions were formulated.
First, a prestudy was conducted to read up on as much new information about blockchain
as possible. The thesis also studied how blockchain could be implemented in the use case
of electrified roads, and to do so information about the actors involved in the different
electrified roads projects was gathered. Thereafter, interviews were conducted with both
experts in the field of blockchain, and actors in the energy sector working with electrified
roads. Additional research was conducted after interviews with the blockchain experts to
highlight what was raised, and later became a part of the result. An analysis was made
based on the results to summarise problems regarding blockchain applications. In
conclusion, all information was summarised in connection to the use case.
2.5.1 Qualitative research
When exploring a subject such as blockchain, where the field is immature and software
and applications are updated continuously, there is a need for flexibility in the research. By
working with a type of flexibility and openness there are opportunities to gain deeper
knowledge and new insights about blockchain that was not obvious from the beginning.
For this reason, this thesis has applied a qualitative method [89]. It has also been important
to be flexible and open to preserve ambiguity [90]. By collecting data in a qualitative way,
the result shows the total situation in a system perspective [89]. The aim has also been to
clarify both the understanding of blockchain and its context in the energy industry. To do
this, questions as “how” and “what” have been asked, meaning that an explorative method
have been applied to this thesis with start in a broad focus that has narrowed as the
research has progressed. Therefore, semi-structured interviews were conducted to keep the
research flexible and open to change in direction depending on collected data [91].
2.5.2 Use of theory
When doing research in a qualitative and explorative way, there is a point in not starting
with theory in advance, and instead let the empirical data guide the analysis [92]. This is a
way for the researcher to handle different emergent aspects of a problem, without drawing
conclusion too early in the process [92]. For this thesis two types of theoretical frameworks
have been used. The theory about the blockchain trilemma was not a part of the study from
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the beginning, but instead evolved during the process. Even if the concept was discussed
early in the process, it has not been a part of development of the empirical data, but rather
evolved from that data. This is a valid way to do qualitative research in order to avoid the
researcher to be blinded by theory instead of looking at the reality through the eyes of the
actors [92]. Explorative methods need to be inductive, and a method where the scientists
try to draw general conclusions from the empirical data without predetermined ideas is
common and sometimes necessary for explorative research [92]. The second theory used is
innovation theory. This theory has been of use when analysing the development of
blockchain and its adaptation to the market.
2.5.3 Material
A literature study has been conducted to gain an understanding of the technical and
conceptual sides of blockchain technology, and an overview of the energy industry. The
literature study has introduced these areas, but was also added to the result together with
the interviews. During the work process, new material in form of articles and reports were
read, which have clearly affected the possibility to write this thesis. Even though not all
articles that have been read is a part of the study, the deepening and broadening of
knowledge they have given have made it possible to work with the empirical data and the
analysis. This was especially important since blockchain is a technology with several
advanced attributes. At several occasions interviews led to deeper literature research, and
these findings became a part of the result. The material used in this thesis range from peerreviewed research papers to white papers, PowerPoint presentations from seminars and
information from forums as GitHub. Most of the early research about blockchain is about
Bitcoin. The word Bitcoin gave 18 055 hits in Uppsala University library 1 database and
only 6453 hits with the word blockchain, and a search using the word blockchain and
energy as keyword gave only 41 hits 2. That indicates that blockchain, and especially in the
energy industry, is not well researched and therefore this thesis has complemented research
papers with other sources of material to give a fair view of the area.
2.5.4 Interviews
The research about blockchain and the surrounding technologies are in its early stages.
Either, the information about the development has not yet been put into writing or the
information published is considered to be old and not valid anymore. This is often the case
with new technology or engineering, where the researchers are not yet ready to put their
name on a paper, even though they have a lot of knowledge and input on the subject. To
get the latest information, the qualitative discussion is inevitable [93]. The interviewees
answered from their perspective, which also painted a picture of what their world looks

1

ub.uu.se/ [Used 16 Feb 2017].

2

ub.uu.se/ [Used 16 Feb 2017].
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like [94]. The interviewees were told that the interview would regard blockchain and
scalability challenges, and they were also informed about the assignment from Fortum
about electrical roads. The interviews were held at the offices of the interviewees, on
telephone or Skype. The interviews lasted about 30 to 60 minutes, and each interview was
recorded on audio. For each interview one of the interviewers spoke and the other one took
notes, except for the special occasions when the one taking notes wanted to ask a question
or clarify. After the empirical data had been gathered and summarised, emails were sent
out to some of the experts with extra high technical knowledge of blockchain. The emails
contained questions, which the interviews had not been able to answer, and the answers
from the emails were then added to the result.
2.5.5 Interviewees
The future implementations and problems of blockchain are not only driven by facts, but
also by opinions. These opinions were affected by the research field and industry
knowledge, and therefore it was important to talk to those who was in the leading edge of
the development and research. By performing interviews, this thesis could look at the
different opinions surrounding the problems of blockchain. These interviews were
conducted with actors involved in different blockchain platform development projects, and
with blockchain researches. From a method point of view, the interviews that were held are
elite interviews. The interviewees were all chosen specifically for their knowledge or area
of expertise, and this affected both the interviews and the result. When interviewing
experts, one should be aware of their superiority, which can both highly improve the
research but can also make the research steered in the direction of the interviewees liking
[93]. Most of the questions asked were technical questions as how and why, but all
interviewees were also presented with the use case to give their point of view.
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Table 5. Interviewees on blockchain
Name

Actor

Title

Style

Length

Date

Martin Holst
Swende

Ethereum,
Sweden

Head of Security

Telephone

35 min

17-02-23

Christoph
Müller-Bloch

UIT
Copenhagen

Research Assistant
Business IT

Skype

35 min

17-02-17

Ludvig Öberg

ChromaWay

Head of Business
development

Meeting

45 min

17-02-21

Niclas
Unnervik

Netlight

Senior software
developer

Meeting

35 min

17-02-22

Juho Lindman

Gothenburg
University/
Chalmers.
Dep. applied
IT

Associate senior
lecturer

Skype

30 min

17-02-21

Eric Wall

Cinnober
Financial
Technology

Research engineer

Meeting

60 min

17-03-06

Jarl Fransson

Strawpay

CTO

Meeting

50 min

17-03-07

Phil Dain

Cornell
University

PHD student

Skype

40 min

17-03-14

Gerhard Dinhof

IBM

Software architect,
blockchain lead in
Austria.

Skype

50 min

17-03-23

Martin Lundfall

Consensys

Grad student

Meeting

50 min

17-04-11
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Christoph Müller Bloch is a research assistant at IT University Copenhagen researching
blockchain from a sociotechnical and business perspective. During 2016, he published an
article about how big organisations innovate with blockchain.
Ludvig Öberg is a business developer at the blockchain start-up ChromaWay. In 2011, he
founded Safello, one of Sweden’s largest Bitcoin traders, and he also founded Sweden’s
first Bitcoin association. Today he works with application of blockchain technology in
different industries. He is currently working in a project together with the Swedish Land
Registry to update their mortgages system.
Juho Lindman is an associate senior lector in information systems at Gothenburg
University, focusing on open source from a user and management perspective. From open
source, he began to study blockchain and its development process. He focuses on how
decentralised Internet communities can build different services and software systems.
Niclas Unnervik is a senior software developer at Netlight, an IT consultant company.
Today he works with blockchain development for an energy company.
Martin Holst Swende is head of security at Ethereum. He has a background in computer
science and has worked with data security as a consultant and at NASDAQ. His blockchain
interest began when finding deficiencies in Ethereum consensus algorithms that he notified
Ethereum about.
Eric Wall is a research engineer at Cinnober Financial Technology building stock
exchanges and clearing systems for banks. He first got involved with cryptocurrencies in
2012 and conducted his master’s thesis regarding how blockchain can be used to create
bank papers. Today he is an established blockchain expert.
Jarl Fransson is Chief Technology Officer at the tech start-up Strawpay that for the past
2-3 years have developed a highly scalable open transaction protocol, called Stroem. Their
protocol Stroem is layered on top of the Bitcoin blockchain, but the goal is that Stroem
could be layered on top of any payment solution.
Phil Daian is a PHD student at Cornell University in NY researching smart contract
security. He has been interested in cryptocurrencies for the past six years and began
writing cryptocurrency papers a year ago, and has commented on articles about
cryptocurrencies and blockchain. He is also active in the Ethereum community, and has
spoken at several conferences.
Gerhard Dinhof is a software architect and blockchain lead, in Austria, at IBM. He has
experiences from cloud technology in the financial industry. His interest began with
Bitcoin and moved to Ethereum and now Hyperledger. Last year he also began to hold
educational sessions with colleagues at IBM and at Universities trying to spread the word
about blockchain.
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Martin Lundvall is a grad student conducting his master thesis in theoretical mathematics.
He has participated in two blockchain projects in the energy sector, one together with
Consensys and LO3, and the other with Consensys and Innogy. He has also conducted
several other blockchain projects, primarily with Ethereum.
2.5.6 Case study
The purpose of the case study was to conduct an intensive study to better understand how
blockchain could be used in the energy industry, more specifically as a base to create a
payment system for electrified roads [95]. Case studies in general are preferable when
wanting to gain great insight in a specific area of interest with unique context [96].
Electrified roads are in the phase of pilot trials, and there is no data on business
implementations accessible. The data was therefore gathered to understand the
commercialisation of electrified roads was done by interviewing actors involved in the
projects, to understand their opinions and plans on the usage of electrified roads. All
interviewees were representatives of some specific role in the process of electrified roads.
The interviews were held in the same way as with the blockchain experts, except for other
questions. The questions for the case study were specific on the development of electrified
roads, but also on problems regarding the usage. The blockchain theory used was also
connected to some of the questions to map the need of blockchain for electrified roads.
Table 6. Interviewees on electrified roads
Name

Actor

Title

Style

Length

Date

Magnus Lindgren
& Anders
Berndtsson

The Swedish
Transport
Administration

Vehicle, Machine
and fuel. Strategy
development

Skype

40 min

17-02-20

Magnus Henke

The Swedish
Energy Agency

Research and
Innovation;
sustainable
transportation of
electric roads

Meeting

60 min

17-02-24

Gunnar Asplund

Elways

Founder and
engineer

Meeting

35 min

17-02-22

Martin G.H.
Gustavsson &
Conny Börjesson

RISE Viktoria

Senior researchers

Skype

45 min

17-03-13
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2.5.7 Result processing
The interviews were transcribed from the audio recordings for each interview with
blockchain experts. This was done to make sure no details were left out from the technical
discussions. In the beginning the case study interviews were also transcribed, but to save
time the notes from the interview was eventually enough. After the interviews were
transcribed, the interviews were summarised by the authors individually. This was done to
follow the advice from Nyström & Tidström [97]. According to them, there is a good point
in trying to classify qualitative data, and to put the answers from interviews into already
decided categories. After this, the different results were discussed together. The categories
the data was summarised into were all connected to the purpose of this thesis.
2.5.8 Validity, reliability & generalisation
It is important to discuss generalisation, reliability and validity of the study when
conducting interdisciplinary research. This is to gather and analyse new knowledge that
has not been possible within research of one discipline [98].
Reliability refers to consistency in the research, meaning if the same knowledge can be
produced at another time. Would the answer to one question be the same if it were asked
by another interviewer or regardless of interviewee [99]? This has been important to
consider when analysing the data, and during the interviews the interviewers kept in mind
not to impose thoughts or specific answers to the interviewees. The interviews were
planned with a few questions to favour an open interview, where the interviewees could
share information that the interviewers did not know to ask for.
Validity refers to the truth, and how truthful an argument or conclusion can be considered.
Also, if the method used to conduct the research studies what it claims to study [98]. Some
also claims that validity is a process through which the researcher seeks to develop
informed interpretations of observations. That could be to question the research data,
asking questions like how and why trying to validate the research [99]. The validating part
of this thesis is highly connected to the validation of the interviewees. The experts selected
for blockchain knowledge all have a high understanding of the subject and have all given
their time and devotion to answer questions with high commitment. Several of them have
also been pick for the thesis from recommendations of the other interviewees. Another way
the data have been validated is through consistency of answers. When several of the
interviewees have answered in the same way without guidance, this has been viewed as a
proof of validity.
How general a study is, depends on how the arguments and conclusions made can be
generalised to fit other situations and studies. Often there are not enough interviews
conducted to successfully generalise the research [99]. There are different types of
generalisations [99], and the one made in this thesis is an analytical generalisation. The
knowledge obtained from the use case has been used in order to understand how
blockchain can be used in the energy sector. This analysis has been based on similarities
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and differences between the specific use case studied and the energy sector. As for
generalisation of blockchain knowledge this is one of the more complex challenges. The
aim of this thesis has not been to know everything there is to know about blockchain, and
therefore it is difficult to draw general conclusions. Instead there is a greater value in
evaluating the results as guidelines for future research and main areas of interest.
2.5.9 Method discussion
When working with a qualitative method there is always a risk to incorporate too much
flexibility and therefore lose the ability to compare data from different parts of the research
[89]. If Blockchain would be in another state of implementation, there would probably be
more available data for big scale data analysis. It would then be interesting to do a
quantitative research on scalability measures. As this thesis has applied a qualitative
method based on mainly non-peer reviewed sources it has been important to view the data
with a critical perspective. The data might be influenced by personal values and biased in
order for companies to gain advantage. Also, the big hype around blockchain has
hampered the understanding of blockchain’s potential. With this in mind, the thesis has
still been able to conduct the study with the aim of knowledge broadening in mind. The
interviewees have all a high understanding of the subject, and since many questions have
been technical, the amount of personal opinions from the interviewees have been regulated.
One of the broader aims for this thesis was also to understand the landscape and the
potential for blockchain, and to get personal opinions from experts in the field did still give
a value to the study.
Regarding the case study of electrified roads, at the point of this project the system of
electrified roads was conceptual and no confirmed information of how the roads will be
used in the future, was accessible. Because of this, there was no information about how the
electricity consumed would be debited and who should be debited. If the system of
electrified roads had been more progressed it would have been interesting to study
payment flows in detail. This would have contributed to the system requirements of a
payment system, that would have been interesting to study in closer relation to blockchain.
However, at this stage this was not possible.

2.6 Innovation and technical development
This chapter describes the theoretical background used for this thesis, evaluating
blockchain for business implementation. First the different phases of innovation are
described, and later two different techniques for evaluating blockchain use and design.
2.6.1 Innovation
Innovation is defined as something new, but also something existing entering a new market
or being used in another way [100]. There are two different types of innovation;
incremental and radical. Incremental innovations are recognised as small changes and
enhance current knowledge within an organisation or product [100]. A radical innovation
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is the opposite of an incremental innovation, and is something that creates significant
changes in behaviour within an organisation or changes the market [101]. Radical
innovations require new methods and knowledge, and come with big uncertainty [102].
Considering the changes a radical innovation causes, the definition should be described
with three distinct competencies [102], where all these three phases are required to sustain
all of the capabilities within the innovation [102]:
1) Discovery
Involves recognising the potential and opportunities of the innovation [102].
2) Incubation
The innovation can mature, creating an understanding of its business opportunities, and is
not completed until it has been tested on the market. This is especially important for radical
innovations [102].
3) Acceleration
The innovation steps up and focuses on building business models that will create revenue
[102].
To succeed with an innovation, collaboration among actors with different capabilities and
within different industries, are vital [101]. This is especially important for complex and
radical innovations, and more common for completely new innovations [101]. Ideas and
knowledge are spread throughout the network to enable an open process, called open
innovation [101]. With these open collaborations, the costs and risks can decrease
significantly. Those who do not cooperate have a lower chance to succeed with their
innovation [101]. Market acceptance is a key challenge and innovations often fail because
the market does not adopt the innovation. Organisations can reduce the risk by analysing
customer needs more thoroughly in order to understand the customer's environment and
how they want to use the innovation [103]. It is also important to study the whole market,
of which the innovation will be implemented, to add aspects and other components to the
innovation that the target industry requires [103].
Innovation can enter the market by a market pull or by a market push [103]. Market pull is
when the market identifies the need for a new product. Market push is when a new product
is pushed into the market by the industry [104]. Innovations succeed more often if they are
market pull innovations [103].
2.6.2 Hype Cycle
A model describing the process of an innovation is the hype cycle. It describes the hype
development of a new technology, in which both the innovation development and the
human development are included. Human development is when humans build up
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expectations about the technology. Innovation development is when the technology that
approaches an actual value. These two factors are almost always out of sync, meaning
expectations regarding the technology rise quickly in relation to the slow technological
development [105]. In order to fully understand the hype cycle for an innovation, the
understanding of what affects the expectations needs to be established [105].

Figure 8. Hype cycle for emerging technologies made in 2016. Blockchain is placed at the
peak of inflated expectations [106].
The hype cycle is described in five parts [105]:
1) Innovation trigger
Begins when a technology is given attention, e.g. the product launch of iPhone when there
is an interest and expectations begins to rise.
2) Peak of inflated expectations
After the trigger, companies follow the innovation because they do not want to be left
behind and as the innovation is pressured the expectations will peak.
3) Trough of disillusionment
At the same time as expectations have been rising, the impatience for result becomes more
apparent and when no successful results are shown the hype begins to decline. Sometimes
this is where the innovation ends, but often there is some value that early adopters notice
and try to create real value from.
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4) Slope of enlightenment
In the next phase the early adopters begin to experience results and the innovation begins
to mature.
5) Plateau of productivity
As time passes, the innovation becomes more accepted and makes its entrance into the
market.
2.6.3 Greenspan’s criteria
From a business perspective, it is important to understand the technology with its strengths
and its weaknesses. It is therefore important to talk about blockchain as an innovation, and
how that affects its implementation. With our society exposing us to more innovations than
ever before it becomes important to have a continuous awareness of your own processes
[105]. According to Gartner Inc., the world's leading information technology research and
advisory company, blockchain is almost at the peak of the hype curve. In figure 8, what is
left before complete acceptance can be seen [106].
With this it is possible to understand the hype and boundaries of blockchain. As stated
before, in this phase of the hype cycle expectations are high and often are the human
development and the technical development out of sync. To not fall in the trap of the hype
cycle when working with blockchain solutions, several people have come up with
frameworks for blockchain use cases.
According to an article written by Gideon Greenspan, it is of highest importance that
companies wanting to implement blockchain know why they want it. Greenspan has
therefore suggested several criteria and questions. Greenspan have eight criteria for when
blockchain should be used, where the last three are consequences of the first five, and
therefore not taken into consideration here [3]. The first five are described as follow:
1) Database
If no shared database is needed for the use case, the use case does not need blockchain.
2) Need for multiple writers
Several different actors can make transactions that affect and change the database.
3) Absence of trust
One of the main attributes of blockchain is that it removes the need of trust between the
users, which means that blockchain can be used without trusting the other actors of the
network. If a database with several writers is used, but all users trust each other, there is no
need for blockchain.
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4) Disintermediation
No trusted third party or central trusted governance. This also means that if a use case
wants to have an intermediate controlling and accepting transactions between users, there
is no need for a blockchain.
5) Transactions
Greenspan explained that blockchain has its most value when transactions depend on each
other, meaning that when new transactions made are dependent on the transactions made
earlier.
Luther Martin, Distinguished Technologist at Hewlett Packard Enterprise questioned
Greenspan’s criteria. He argued that a blockchain with a third party could be a good idea
for enterprise software. The organisation could potentially cut costs and rely on the inhouse administration instead of outsourced support [107]. In summary Martin expressed
that blockchains have an advantage when it comes to providing a robust and fault-tolerant
system, and that regular databases have the advantage of performance. Also,
disintermediation that is discussed as blockchain’s main advantage might not be an
advantage since it is not given what companies will gain by disintermediation. When
considering using blockchain, a careful analysis of the requirements should be made and
companies should not be persuaded that a certain technology is better than another [107].
2.6.4 Blockchain Trilemma
As stated several times and by several people, blockchain is no silver bullet. There are
criteria for blockchain solutions, and all of them cannot work together at the same time.
The implementation of blockchain is still at an early stage, and therefore it is hard to find
general criteria accepted by all. In opposite Vitalik Buterin, Greg Slepak and Trent
McConaghy have all separately written articles about this, and this thesis look at all of
them to try to understand blockchain and its implementation better. The three attributes
described below are the trilemma of blockchain. No blockchain can satisfy more than two
at the same time. However, more information about a trilemma in blockchain has not been
found and has been considered more as a guideline when understanding blockchain rather
than being an isolated decision support.
1) Vitalik Buterin [5]
▪
▪
▪

Decentralisation - A system that can run with each node only having access to
limited resources in terms of computational power.
Security - Can handle all attacks that have less computational power than the
system itself.
Scalability - The efficiency of the transactions is bigger than the computational
power of each node.
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2) Trent McConaghy [108]
▪
▪
▪

Decentralised - No single entity controls the network.
Consistent - All nodes can view the same data at the same time.
Scale - Planetary scale, including high throughput and low latency.

3) Greg Slepak [109]
▪
▪
▪

Decentralised - No single point of failure, and no small group controls the network.
Consensus - The network come to agreement about the state.
Mainstream - Can handle the same demands as mainstream central systems.

These three dimensions make up a triangle resulting in a trilemma, meaning that only two
can be achieved at once. For this thesis, Vitalik Buterins description of the trilemma was
chosen. Buterin is a distinguished person in the blockchain community which makes it
highly plausible that his definitions will be the once used in the future. This also comes
from that the terms he uses in his definition are used in many publications discussing
blockchain.

Figure 9. Trilemma triangle of blockchains, as described by Buterin. Blockchain can only
be two of three things: scalable, decentralised or secure.
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3. Result
This chapter summarises this thesis’s result from the interviews. It also presents
information about blockchain scalability gathered from reports and articles. The chapter
begins with scalability problems and solutions, then continues with future aspects of
blockchain and ends with blockchain for energy solutions.

3.1 What affects scalability?
Blockchain scalability (see 2.3.4) is a widely-discussed topic and a well-established
problem. Cornell researcher Phil Daian concluded that there are both theoretical and
technical aspects to successfully scale blockchain. Daian claimed that there is practical
testing to be done, but also theoretical improvement such as consensus algorithm
development (see 2.3.2). In the study On Scaling Decentralized Blockchains, written by
Croman et.al in collaboration between among others Cornell University and Berkeley, the
scalability problem was approached on several levels [4]. The experts interviewed for this
thesis also expressed different reasons and different solutions regarding blockchain
scalability. The limits of throughput, together with latency (see 2.3.4) are the limits
commonly discussed for scaling blockchain. When blockchain is used for the purpose to
act as a database it is considered rather slow, and to ascertain its limits is harder than it
sounds. How fast a transaction (see 2.3.2) can be executed on a blockchain and how many
transactions that can be made per second depend on several attributes.
Depending on the choice of a public or a private blockchain (see 2.3.1) different choices
can be made which in turns affects scalability. Eric Wall, blockchain specialist and
technical engineer, mentioned Hyperledger's Fabric (see 2.3.5) as an example of a private
blockchain. Wall said that real simulations needs to be made to truly know the limits of
Fabric and similar blockchains. With real testing, blockchains can be designed differently
in order to improve scalability. Some aspects that affects blockchain scalability are:
1) Consensus algorithm
The choice of consensus algorithm affects the latency according to Wall. He stated that not
all blockchains using proof of work (see 2.3.2) have a latency of ten minutes, but said that
it is a standard to uphold security. Wall explained that the choice of high latency versus
security (see 2.3.2) can depend on how decentralised (see 2.2) the system needs to be. A
network (see 2.2) performing fast, with little decentralisation might not be very secure.
Choice of consensus algorithm affects scalability more than the choice of public or private
blockchain, according to several interviewed experts. On the other hand, Daian raised that
there is a link between choice of public or private blockchains and the choice of other
consensus algorithms. However, Daian said that the development of the system
infrastructure is of great importance and engineers will be able to construct algorithms that
can be tested and optimised for specific use cases. Daian also stated that the choice of
consensus algorithm does not alone affect scalability the most and that he had seen similar
scaling abilities for both proof of work and proof of stake (see 2.3.2).
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2) Block size and block time
Both latency and throughput depend on block size. The block size limit for Bitcoin is 1
MB and Bitcoin has a ten-minute interval between each block (see 2.3.2). This is a
problem since fees for transactions are increasing when blocks are getting filled up with
transactions [110]. The time it takes for a transaction to be completely confirmed, see
(2.3.2) also depends on how many blocks that are being mined, for example six blocks for
Bitcoin (see 2.3.2). For private blockchains there is no need for several blocks to be mined
before a transaction is verified, according to Wall. The actors do by design already trust
each other in the network.
3) Number of nodes verifying, and what type of nodes
With proof of work every node has to verify each transaction, and Swende and Croman et.
al considered this a general problem for proof of work [4]. The computational power for
each transaction increases as more nodes are connected to the network. In turn, this affects
latency. The protocol of the blockchain decides the limits of nodes in the network (see 2.3).
The limit is also set by the ability of the consensus algorithm. For example, Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance has an upper limit of 20-100 nodes [45]. It is not only how
many nodes that affect scalability, but also what types of nodes there are. Both full and
light nodes can be used in a network (see 2.3).
4) Type of transaction
The size of a transaction affects latency and throughput. Compared to a small
cryptocurrency transaction, a transaction triggering a smart contract has a higher latency.
This comes from the code embedded in the blockchain having to be executed (see 2.3.3)
[111]

3.2 Suggested solutions for blockchain scalability
This chapter addresses four suggestions for scaling blockchain raised by the interviewees.
1) Block size
In the interview with Öberg, an increase of block size was discussed. A bigger block size
increases the possibility to scale blockchain, as more transactions can be placed in every
block. Eventually this will be a problem since bigger blocks lead to heavier data storage
costs. The costs will in turn lead to centralisation (see 2.3) as only larger companies will be
able to afford the data storages [112].
The suggestion of increasing the 1 MB Bitcoin block size has led to a great debate within
the Bitcoin community. To increase the block size, the blockchain has to make a hard fork
(see 2.1) resulting in more than one Bitcoin blockchain. This discussion has affected the
value of Bitcoin and created insecurities on the market [110]. Croman et.al concluded that
there are upper limits for an increase of block size [4].
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2) Sidechains
Sidechains was presented as a solution of scaling blockchain by Back et.al in the white
paper Enabling Blockchain Innovations with Pegged Sidechains published in 2014 [113].
Öberg, Wall and Croman et al. also presented sidechains as a solution to scalability [4].
Wall compared sidechains to work the same way as the Internet are connected to intranets.
Sidechains are connected to a top-level blockchain. Croman et.al said that sidechains and
the top-level blockchain can have different consensus algorithms. Transactions between
sidechains must go through the top-level blockchain [4]. Former blockchain developer at
Consensys, Martin Lundfall said that sidechains need further research before properly
implemented.

Figure 10. Shows two cog wheels representing the concept of sidechains. The largest
wheel represents the top-level blockchain and the smaller wheel the sidechain connected to
the top-level blockchain.
3) State channels – Off-chain transactions
The third possible long term scalability solution is the use of state channels, also called offchain networks or payment channels. This is a channel between two actors that conduct
transactions between each other. At any time suggested any of the actors can connect to the
blockchain to verify the transactions made. Each actor would put cryptocurrency into a
smart contract and then send transactions through the state channel [114]. This would
decrease the cost per transaction, compared to making all transaction on the blockchain.
For every state channel an amount of cryptocurrency set aside for every new channel. This
cryptocurrency is locked in the channel until the channel is closed [4].
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Figure 11. Illustrates a state channel between a car and a charge point of electricity. The
oval circle with arrows represents transactions that goes back and forth through the
payment channel. The larger arrow represents the closer of the state channel, where it
connects to the blockchain.
State channels are being developed for both the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain (2.3.5).
For Ethereum it is called Raiden network, and Lightning network for Bitcoin. According to
Ethereum, Raiden network was planned to be launched in March 2017 [115]. The
theoretical statistics of both Raiden and Lightning network show higher scaling abilities
than both the Ethereum and Bitcoin blockchains. The expected throughput for the Raiden
network is 1 million transactions per second, with a latency of less than a second.
According to Brainbot Technologies, developing the Raiden Network, the fees for one
transaction would be one seventh of a normal transaction on the blockchain [116].
The interviewees commented that state channels are a totally new network, but connected
to a cryptocurrency. Even though Swende, Öberg, Wall, Lundfall and Daian all mentioned
state channels as a solution, there are hesitations of when it will come to use. Swende
however said that state channels may need less adjustments than other future scalability
solutions, even if it is built upon another framework outside of the blockchain. Daian was
sceptical towards state channels, like Lightning and Raiden, except for when two actors
need to make many transactions back and forth between each other. Daian argued that
there are a lot of unanswered questions, and especially the financial side of locking up
money. Lundfall was positive about the Raiden network and believed that the only problem
is that they are a bit secretive, explaining that the developers only write code and do not
document the development. He thought that state channels and Raiden will solve the
problem of scalability, without theoretical limitations. Even though there are problems
with state channels, Wall expressed that state channels could be important for high
frequency trading.
4) Sharding
One of the biggest bottlenecks for Bitcoin is the verification of transactions [4]. One
solution could be that all nodes in the network would not be full nodes. All nodes in the
network would not have to download the full history of the blockchain and not have to
make the computations necessary for verifying all transactions. Ethereum believes this can
be achieved by sharding [5].
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Sharding is not something unique for blockchain, but simply means a partition of the
database [117]. Distributed databases such as MongoDb and MySQL also uses sharding
[4]. As regards to blockchain this would be several small blockchains semi-connected to
each other. These small blockchains would all be a part of the same network, with both
light nodes and full nodes. The light nodes will only have partial information instead of the
whole state of the blockchain. For Ethereum these light nodes receive randomised
subdatasets, preventing the blockchain from being tampered with [5]. According to
Swende, sharding enables non-linear scaling because transactions can be made parallel. As
for now, both Ethereum and Bitcoin are doing transactions in series, one transaction after
another. Swende said that parallel transactions a more similar picture of the reality. Buying
a coffee in New York should not depend on another coffee bought in Stockholm. Croman
et.al questioned consensus when agreeing among the shards, and claimed that sharding still
needs more research [4].

Figure 12. Illustrates the concept of sharding. Collection 1 is divided into smaller
collections, shards, that together makes up the whole collection [118].

3.3 Blockchain design features
This section addresses opinions regarding choice of public or private blockchains, and the
correlated choice of consensus algorithm.
3.3.1 Private blockchains
Wall, Müller-Bloch and Daian all believed that private blockchains would be used in the
beginning of developing blockchain use cases, because of government regulation of
industries (see 2.4). Müller-Bloch also said that the public use cases we see today lack
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sufficient real world adaptation, meaning that most industry use cases require some more
privacy and control [119]. According to Wall, one problem with public platforms is the
insecurities of maintenance. It is hard for big companies to put faith in them if they do not
know if they will last more than a couple of years. Daian argued that private blockchains
also have a higher possibility of fast innovation. Projects with private blockchains are
easier to adjust and iterate along the way, faster reaching a proper use case. With private
blockchains, it is easier to start over and change the protocol of the blockchain [119].
According to both Wall and Müller-Bloch, public blockchains are 10-15 years away. On
the other hand, Lundfall expressed that if one wants to use a private blockchain, then one
can might as well choose another solution. He said that for in-house projects there is no
ground for using blockchain as a bad-performing database, when there are others with
much better performance.
3.3.2 Public blockchains
Swende believed in the future of public blockchains, like the Ethereum blockchain. He said
that there most likely will be consortiums (see 2.1) or private blockchains too, but that they
will not have the same impact as public. Swende argued that public blockchains can make
a more radical difference in the future than private blockchains. Öberg and Lundfall also
shared his scepticism towards private blockchains, claiming there are few economic
incentives in them, due to the lack of ability for the verifiers to earn money on verification
(see 2.3.2). However, Öberg said that there probably will be a range between public and
private blockchains used in the future. Lundfall said that many developers are trying to
increase the possibility to have encrypted data on the blockchain, and let users interact
without viewing all parts of the data.
Table 7. Summarised comparison between public and private blockchains
Public

Private

+

Keeping the main purpose

Fits regulations
High possibility of iteration in development

-

Lack real world adaptation
Insecurities in maintenance

Few economic incentives
Questioning if blockchain then is needed

3.3.3 Consensus algorithm
Below follow the opinions from the interviewees regarding proof of work, proof of stake
and practical byzantine fault tolerance.
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Proof of work
Improvements of proof of work is essential for improving the performance of the bitcoin
blockchain, Croman et.al concluded [4]. In addition, Müller-Bloch and Daian both
concluded that PoW will not be used in the future due to high latency and high
computational cost. Daian said that one of the problems with developing PoW further is
that it has to be slow enough, otherwise there are bigger risks of the system being attacked.
Proof of stake
Proof of stake can be a part of the solution to the scalability problem, according Swende
and Croman et.al [4]. Lundfall also believed in PoS, and said that it would be sensational if
it were not to work. According to Croman et.al, the big benefit with PoS is the elimination
of computational power in comparison to PoW, but keeping a high security [4]. According
to Wall, one of the positive aspects of PoS is that the block time can be much faster.
Different cryptocurrencies using PoS have chosen different times for their blocks, both one
minute and as fast as three seconds. This is not a problem for PoS since blocks are only
forged by one node at the time.
Wall stated that PoS still could be as expensive for the network as PoW. Even if there is
less computational power needed, and therefore less cost, there are still expenses, even if
they are more hidden. For PoS the forgers must put cryptocurrency into the stake, which
mean they have to lock up money without being able to use them. This leads to lost
earnings in the form of shares or interest rate. In opposite, Lundfall claimed that this
should not be viewed as a negative aspect and that the forgers actually are enemies to the
blockchain. The verifiers can be malicious actors and it is not negative that they can lose
money, because if they are honest they will earn money instead.
According to Swende, one of the positive aspects of PoS are improved security. He said
that if anyone would like to make a 51% attack, see [1], and the community afterward
would do a hard fork, as regards PoS, the attacker would then lose all stake in the attack
and have to start over again. PoW on the other hand, the attacker could make a new attack
because it is still in charge of the server halls and still have the computational power
needed for an attack. Either way, there are still many questions surrounding proof of stake.
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance
Both Daian and Lundfall questioned if the consensus protocol Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) is a blockchain. Daian discussed if a network using a PBFT protocol is
an industry alternative rather than a blockchain. Lundfall expressed scepticism towards
PBFT because of the predetermined verification nodes. This leads to the control not being
completely distributed throughout the network. He although argued that in a scenario
where the clients trust the nodes and the nodes have some kind of trust in each other, PBFT
is an alternative since there is no need for a heavy algorithm like proof of work. According
to Erik Wall, PBFT will become an industry standard, since he believed most blockchain
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will be private. Öberg, on the other, hand expressed scepticism towards PBFT, arguing it is
an old protocol that has been known for a long time and questioned how much more it
could be improved.
The statistics regarding PBFT are not consistent, and different numbers are given in
different experiments. The Quest for Scalable Blockchain Fabric: Proof-of-Work vs. BFT
Replication by Marko Vukolic´ [45], compared proof of work and Byzantine Fault
Tolerance variants, such as Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance. For BFT the author stated
that the limit of the number of nodes was 20. With this as a limit, the number of
transactions is at least tens of thousands per second. Both PoW and BFT support thousands
of clients. According to Wall, tests have shown possibilities of 100 000 transactions per
second using PBFT in a private chain. In the test done by Croman et.al with PBFT [4], 64
nodes could handle 45 000 transactions per second with a latency on 1,79 seconds. Croman
et.al argued that PBFT outperforms Bitcoin when working with less than 100 nodes, and
that for practical use there is potential in PBFT.

3.4 Future of Blockchain
This chapter presents how the interviewees perceived the future of blockchain and is used
in order to understand how blockchain will be used in the future. This is in order to
understand how blockchain will be used in use cases like electrified roads.
3.4.1 Innovation
In aspect of innovation, Daian expressed that there are several aspects before blockchain
will be properly accepted. In the beginning, blockchain will be used as a modelling device
on the side of other systems, rather than actual implementation. Lundfall said that he would
be surprised if blockchain was not used in the future, since the technology enables people
to cooperate and organise in different way than before. He also believed that the technical
challenges would greater than the regulatory challenges. Müller-Bloch said that the Nordic
countries have a high level of digitalisation, and that it is of importance for blockchain
development. In a long-term perspective, several interviewees agreed that scalability would
be solved.
3.4.2 Questions remaining
▪

Generate value from blockchain

Öberg said that a lot of money is being put into start-ups at the moment, but questioned
what will happen next. A bubble might burst, followed by a second face in which real
implementations will be made. Software architect and blockchain lead in Austria, Gerhard
Dinhof mentioned similar aspects. Dinhof questioned the early developments, e.g. Bitcoin,
saying that other blockchain projects would be developed and actually earn money. During
the interview with software developer Niclas Unnervik, he drew the hype curve (see 2.6.2).
Unnervik said that the hype of blockchain has reached its peak. Other interviewees also
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agreed that there is a big hype around blockchain. Müller-Bloch said that there are still
problems in understanding how to generate value from blockchain.
▪

Proper use of blockchain

Several interviewees said that blockchain is not always used for the right reasons.
Companies want to use blockchain, independently on what problem they are trying to
solve, and this affects the outcome. According to CTO at Strawpay, Jarl Fransson, this is
why it is important to know the requirements of the problem being solved, and afterwards
decide what technology to use. If the conclusion is that the use case needs blockchain, first
then blockchain is a suitable technology. Lundfall said that when considering to use
blockchain one should stick to the principle; do as little as possible on the blockchain, and
think of the blockchain as a courtroom. That is to only connect to the blockchain if the
problem cannot be solved independently. It should also be put into people’s interest not to
break agreements by creating smart contracts. Lundfall said that it is important to
constantly question if blockchain is really needed.
▪

Governance of blockchain development

Fransson stated that a problem when working with software is if all of the sudden the
technology stops being developed or maintained. Developers do not want to put in the
necessary time for development but rather focus on the cool parts of blockchain, which is
problematic for users that want to use the software for other projects. Swende mentioned
similar problems with the governance of blockchains. He also said that one concern is the
problem of making changes, e.g. in Bitcoin, where hard forks have to be made in order to
do updates.
▪

Standards

Many experts argued that standard blockchains will be developed from the most successful
projects where most money has been invested. For example, the banking industry is a front
runner in the development and they will most likely develop a standardised blockchain.
Daian pointed out that it is not likely that global standards will be developed, considering
that there are so many different developers and use cases. However, Daian said that
industry standards would most likely be developed and mentioned Ethereum Enterprise
Alliance (see 2.3.5). Blockchain's potential would increase if it is modified and optimised
for the specific industrial requirements, and that would also increase the versatility off the
technology [120]. Dinhof said that there would not be a general blockchain, but instead
different blockchain for different uses and different criteria.
▪

Terminology definition

Müller-Bloch said that one big challenge with blockchain research and information is that
the terminology is not yet consistent, an article written by Luther Martin at HP Enterprise
also confirms inconsistency [107].
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3.5 Electrified roads
This chapter presents the results gained from the interviews made with actors within the
electrified road projects.
3.5.1 Actors
Every actor interviewed agreed electrified roads have a big potential to reduce the use of
fossil fuels in the transport sector. Yet, there are still questions of how the electrified roads
will be owned and used. Two main actors to consider are the Swedish Transport
Administration and the Swedish Transport Agency. What their roles will be are so far
undetermined. Two different suggestions of ownership were raised during the interviews
with actors working with electrified roads:
1) The government would own both the road and the technology to transfer energy to the
vehicles. Procurements could then be made of the electricity to determine who would be
the supplier of electricity, in the same way as the Swedish railway system is owned and
operated. This would however imply large costs for the Swedish Transport Administration
if they were to be responsible for maintenance.
2) One actor would own the system and other actors would buy a share to operate in that
system, the same way as the 3G network is designed in Sweden today. In addition to the
owner of the electrified road, a distribution network operator would own the grid leading
up to that section of the electrified road and an electricity trader would provide the
electricity to that section of the electrified road. Gunnar Asplund at Elways and Magnus
Henke at the Swedish Energy Agency, said that these three actors would probably want to
be paid by the users of the electrified roads. Regardless of solution, it would be important
that there is one or several central actors responsible for the system. Martin G.H.
Gustavsson and Conny Börjesson at RISE Viktoria and Henke said that heavy traffic,
public transportation and possibly private vehicles would want to use the electrified roads.
Together with all the different electricity providers the number of actors in the system
would be high.
3.5.2 Technology
How the electricity consumption should be measured and recorded is one of the
unanswered questions, but the actors agreed that it must be clear to the users what they
have consumed. Börjesson and Gustavsson said that data will be collected and that the
electrified roads must be easy to use.
All interviewees mentioned that Sweden is aiming for a fossil free vehicle fleet, and heavy
traffic will not be able to run only on batteries. The overall impression from the interviews
was that they believe heavy traffic will be the main users. Heavy traffic drive greater
distances and will need support from the electricity grid. Today’s private electric vehicles
are good enough (see 2.4.1) and one can use an electric vehicle to do daily errands without
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having to charge, and the batteries will most likely become better and better removing the
need for continuous charging.
3.5.3 Comments on use case
The comments gathered from the interviews with blockchain experts for the specific use
case with blockchain as a payment system for electrified roads are presented below.
Table 8. Summarised answers on use case
Name

Christoph
Müller-Bloch
Ludvig
Öberg

Good
blockchain
case?
No

Questioned
decentralisation

Solution

Yes

Yes

Yes

smart meter

Juho
Lindman

Yes

Yes

Niclas
Unnervik

Yes

No

▪
▪
▪

smart contract
users as wallet
state channel

Martin Holst
Swende

Yes

No

▪
▪
▪

smart contract
user as wallet
light nodes

Eric Wall

Yes

Yes

Jarl Fransson

No

Phil Daian

Yes

state channel
traditional IT-system

No

▪
▪

▪

private
blockchain
payment channel
between
companies
users as wallets

Gerhard
Dinhof

Yes

No

blockchain between
companies

Martin
Lundfall

Yes

No

▪
▪
▪
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smart contract
users as wallet
state channel

Christoph Müller-Bloch asked if the process would be owned by anyone and claimed that
if someone were to be the owner, the system would have a third party working as an
intermediate and that would probably be the government. According to him, blockchains
should be used when nobody owns the process. For example, banks transacting with one
another, there is no third party handling the transactions. He said that it makes sense to use
a blockchain if there is no central registry to rely on.
Ludvig Öberg thought it sounded as a good idea to use blockchain for electrified roads.
He stated that blockchain is a digital world where digital objects can be verified and not
necessarily physical things if there is no control from a third party. Öberg also said that
theoretically it should work with a smart meter that could make transactions according to
electricity consumption, but questioned what will be gained by distributing a network on
top.
Juho Lindman found the use case of payment system for electrified roads interesting and
possible, but questioned decentralisation. Assuming many actors would be involved, using
a decentralised blockchain could be a good idea to keep every actor involved without one
actor being in charge of the customers, solving the problem of adaptation. Lindman
described it as a quite easy concept with small transactions.
Niclas Unnervik first reaction was that it sounded as a straightforward use case to use
blockchain for transactions, but that it might be too soon to do everything on the
blockchain. A start could be to let each vehicle be a wallet and use state channels together
with a smart contract. The contract would be triggered when the vehicle connects with the
electrified road and in turn trigger the payment channel.
Martin Holst Swende said that with this case one would have a market situation. If
someone wants to buy x kWh to y price, smart contracts could be used to create that
market. He also said that the purpose of using blockchain does not have to be to have a
shared ledger. Instead blockchain could be used to enable the use of smart contracts for
electrified roads. Swende suggested that each vehicle should act as a wallet. The wallets do
not need to have access to all data and they would not have to verify transactions.
Eric Wall expressed that it would only be interesting to use blockchain if there is no trust
between all actors. If there are several companies who are interested in delivering
electricity and they want to keep a collective ledger, there could be an incentive to use a
blockchain solution. In that case, it would work as a financial layer on top of the physical
layer of electricity, without a real connecting in between. Wall said that problems would
arise regarding who will regulate that one kWh is the same in the financial layer as in
physical shape. He also asked why not only use a central third party for the trading. He
also stated that if there is no decentralisation between actors a traditional IT system could
be used. A further comment was that it sounded like a good case for off-chain transactions.
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Jarl Fransson first reaction was that it was a hard question to answer, and that it was like
asking “We shall remote control this helicopter, can we use Linux?”. He continued to say
that blockchain would not necessarily be needed for the use case of electrified roads and
that instead a traditional IT system could be used. When designing IT systems, Fransson
expressed that it is important not to forget the specification of requirements and also to
consider if the customer will understand that a blockchain is more accurate than a normal
database.
Phil Daian said that when a market needs to be created it is perfect to use blockchain. He
suggested to use a private blockchain and create state channels between the electricity
companies. Each customer would have a wallet connected to a predetermined electricity
company. Such a solution could handle a couple of thousand transactions per second.
Gerhard Dinhof saw a potential to use Internet of Things and blockchain for this use case
involving many participants and stakeholders. He also identified that there would
potentially be quite a lot of data and if blockchain were to be used, scalability will be very
important. Also, he pointed out that trust probably will not be a problem between
consumers and energy companies, but maybe between companies and companies.
Martin Lundfall said it sounded as a pretty straight forward use case, and that state
channels probably would be a good choice. He said that it would require a balance on a
cryptocurrency, and that one end needs electricity received while the other end verifies
promises of payment. This would be built most easily with smart contracts. Lundfall also
said that the electricity must be able to be switched off, if the vehicle does not fill the
requirements.
3.5.4 Proposed solution for electrified roads
To get a clue on what requirements the use of electrified roads has, a back of the envelope
calculation based on statistics from the Swedish agency Trafikanalys was made. This is in
order to understand the amount of transactions the blockchain would have to handle. Since
electrified roads and electrified cars still have not reached high mainstream level today, the
numbers are calculated for the year of 2030. These numbers used are the kilometres driven
by Swedish registered heavy trucks on Swedish roads [121]. WSP’s forecast indicate that
by 2030 two thirds of all heavy trucks will partly run on electricity [122]. According to
Trafikanalys there will be an increase of heavy traffic on road from 40-million-ton
kilometre to 63-million-ton kilometre. This is an increase with 57 percent from 2015 to
2030 [123].
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Table 9. Calculation ground for maximal amount of transactions, where each vehicle
makes one transaction each driven kilometre. For more details, see appendix A.
Heavy trucks >
3,5 tons

2015

2030

driven km/year

4641 ∗ 106

7286 ∗ 106

⅔ partially on
electricity

4857 ∗ 106

driven km/sec

152

driven km/sec in
peak time

1520

These calculations show that today’s technology of Ethereum, Bitcoin and Hyperledger all
fail to meet the demands of handling the amount of transactions per second.
A general proposal of usage for the electrified roads is presented here:
1) Each vehicle will have a smart meter connected to a mobile device.
2) A connection between the smart meter and payment system is established when the
vehicle connects to the electrified roads.
3) The smart meter starts recording the electricity consumption and payment
transactions are made every 1 km.
4) When the vehicle disconnects with the electrified road the mobile device receives a
summary of the consumption and payment.
For the use case of electrified roads, a payment system built upon blockchain have two
solutions that summarise the answers from the interviews. The different solutions depend
on the case of the blockchain being public or private.
▪

Public solution

For a payment solution using a public blockchain the conclusion is that in order to manage
many transactions, a payment channel between vehicle and road is required. Payment
channels can theoretically execute 1 000 000 transactions per second, which exceeds the
demand for this use case. The payment channels would be connected to a public
blockchain with proof of stake as consensus algorithm, to save the most energy while
preserving security. Every car would be a wallet charged with cryptocurrency to pay for
the electricity. To make sure both producer and buyer agree, a smart contract would be
used. The smart contract would also control what vehicles that are allowed to use the
electrified roads.
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▪

Private solution

Private blockchains are also an alternative for a payment system for electrified roads. With
a private blockchain there is no need for a consensus algorithm that ensures security in the
same way as PoW or PoS, and therefore Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance would be the
suited alternative. With PBFT, companies and organisations would verify nodes in the
network. The end users, in this case the vehicles, would be clients in the network and
would not verify any transactions. All nodes in the network would have some trust in each
other. In the same way as for public blockchain, all vehicles would be wallets charged with
cryptocurrency.

3.6 Energy sector
For blockchain to succeed in the energy sector the scalability problem must be solved. The
blockchain needs to “operate” fast, Lundfall expressed. For blockchain to be used in the
energy sector, the market needs to be properly analysed. For example, who will pay who,
when and how, and how often must transactions be made? For one city, a network could be
built and tested repeatedly, but to test on a larger scale might be challenging.
The energy industry has a lot of potential to become more decentralised as smart grids and
smart energy production (see 2.3.6) are being developed, Müller-Bloch expressed. He also
believed that today’s systems probably cannot handle these changes and that blockchain
based systems could be a way of making it possible. Dinhof said that an interesting use of
blockchain is to create a more flexible grid is by selling your excess electricity produced
by e.g. solar panels to your neighbour to charge their electric vehicle. The other way
around would be selling electricity from electric vehicles to neighbours having a shortfall
of production.
3.6.1 Physical versus financial layer
Both Öberg and Wall identified a challenge in using blockchain as a transaction tool for
electricity trading since it only creates an economic layer, on top of the physical trading of
electricity. Between these layers there would be no connection resulting in a question of
how the economic layer should be regulated to fit the physical layer. Meaning, how can it
be ensured that one kWh bought is one kWh received? If it is not the same, who will
regulate the transaction to ensure that the economic kWh is the same as the physical kWh?
Öberg and Wall said that if a central actor needs to regulate that, the system will become
centralised and blockchain might then not be needed. However, Lundfall said that this is
not a new challenge just because of blockchain, since it already is a current challenge in
energy trading. The electricity trading companies are interested in how similar the physical
trade and economic trade are, and Lundfall said that the market is made more perfect by
using blockchain. He also said that the market can be made more or less transparent when
using blockchain.
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3.6.2 Changing behaviour
Lundfall has participated in blockchain projects within the energy sector. One project was
to build a transactive grid together with Consensys and LO3. Smart meters were connected
to the blockchain to follow each participating household's electricity consumption [124].
Some households had solar panels installed and had a larger production than consumption.
The neighbours with shortfall of electricity could purchase the excess electricity with a
created cryptocurrency. With this in mind Lundfall discussed a similar, but more general
suggestion for the energy sector. The max consumption could be decreased by financial
incitements to not consume electricity at the peak of consumption. If a person were to
receive money for not consuming electricity during the peak, the behaviour might change
and electricity would be used more efficiently. This could apply for anything from electric
vehicles to directing traffic. The vehicle would receive a reward if it were to take another
route to ease the traffic stock. As soon as there is any reward for people to organise their
behaviour it can be done on the blockchain. Lundfall said that this can solve game
theoretical problems, and what is usually an individual game can be made into a
collaborative game. However, Lundfall said that many people are sceptical towards these
type of use cases.
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4. Discussion
This chapter discusses the results gained from the interviews together with the theory
regarding blockchain criteria, blockchain trilemma and innovation.

4.1 How the trilemma fits scalability suggestions
When designing a blockchain for a specific use case the trilemma explained in 2.6.4 can be
used in the process. The trilemma states that a blockchain can satisfy two of three
constrains:
1) Scalable
2) Secure
3) Decentralised
The Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains are secure and decentralised, but not scalable (see
2.3.4). The Bitcoin blockchain was developed to ensure security without limitations on the
number of nodes. The more nodes, the more latency (see 3.1 and 3.3.3). To adjust the
blockchain for different use cases the trilemma can be used to understand what will be
sacrificed. By raising the question of what aspects of the trilemma that are more important
for each use case, the design process of the blockchain becomes easier. As stated from the
interviews there are many design properties that affect how scalable the blockchain will be,
and the general answer is - it depends (see 3.1). Several interviewees mentioned testing of
the network as crucial. As a specific solution is chosen, system architects can test and
optimise the network to make scalability less of a problem.

Figure 13. Illustrating future blockchain solutions improvement of scalability sacrificing
either decentralisation or security. As described in following text increasing block size,
sharding and sidechains all favour security for decentralisation. Private blockchain
algorithms favour decentralisation for security.
The proposed solutions, except for improved consensus algorithms prioritise the attributes
of the trilemma in different ways. All these solutions prioritise scalability, but in terms of
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decentralisation and security they differ. Most of the time public blockchain scalability
solutions sacrifice decentralisation to ensure security. Security must exist in the system,
since there is no trust between nodes in a public blockchain. Examples of this are
suggestions as sidechains and sharding. These scalability solutions increase number of
possible transactions, making it more scalable. At the same time the blockchain is divided,
meaning that the network would be less distributed. For blockchains with bigger block size
decentralisation is also sacrificed (see 3.2).
Private blockchain solutions sacrifice security, because some amount of trust between
actors is required. If you put trust in the actors instead of the system, security will decrease.
Private blockchains are also considered to be more centralised, than public blockchains.

4.2 Greenspan’s blockchain criteria
To understand and successfully implement blockchain, it is important to study blockchain
thoroughly. This has previously been done technically, for example latency tests, and
theoretically, for example algorithm development. What has gained less attention is the
business aspect of blockchain. By looking at the business aspects of blockchain, developers
and industries are able to recognise the possible outcome of blockchain. This is why the
criteria for a good blockchain use case is of importance. As pointed out by almost every
interviewee, the question of why blockchain? is crucial. The lack of understanding may
result in unsuccessful implementations.
A deeper theoretical discussion might discover that Greenspan’s criteria are too narrow.
One example where blockchain can revolutionise distributed IT and applications built
upon, are smart contracts. One of the main reasons of using smart contracts are to conduct
machine to machine autonomous transactions that are indisputable. All transactions would
then not depend on other transactions like the fifth criteria of Greenspan.
There are usages of blockchain that not necessary have to take all Greenspan’s criteria in
consideration, or at least not in that binary way he describes it. Each company and actor
have to decide their level of trust for other actors, and how they will take that into
consideration when designing their blockchain. In terms of innovation it can rather be of
importance to actually work with blockchain projects in the beginning, even if all criteria
are not fulfilled. By working with a technology from the beginning, knowledge is created
that is of importance for future use (see 2.5.1).

4.3 Blockchain as payment for electrified roads
The following table summarises Greenspan’s blockchain criteria in a way of evaluating
blockchain for a payment system for electrified roads. Afterwards a deeper explanation
follows.
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Table 10. Blockchain criteria on electrified roads
Criteria

Why blockchain?

Why not blockchain?

Shared database,
decentralised
Multiple writers

Many actors interact with each other.

Absent of trust

No need to know distributor.

No clear reason to share
data.
Need of control over
users, security.
High trust between driver
and known distributor.

No central
governance

Easier to initiate when less
responsibility.

The government will
likely be a big part.

Transactions
dependent on each
other

Not initially, but when sold back to
grid. Then Alice buy from Bob who
bought from Cecil.

Beginning only one
transaction, Alice buy
from Bob.

▪

Everybody can make transactions.

Shared database

The prestudy and interviews with electrified road actors concluded that at least three actors
will want to be paid (see 3.5.1). However, many more actors will be involved in the system
but the government will have a large role.
▪

Multiple writers

The ones making transactions will be the vehicles paying for the electricity charged,
meaning that the system will have multiple writers. It will be important to decide who can
make transactions, who can view and who can verify to ensure security in the system.
▪

Absence of trust

One of the ways of making electrified roads easier to use is if each vehicle can use the
electrified roads without knowing who provides the electricity, and blockchain could
ensure that. Every user will most likely request an easy to use system without the need to
establish contracts with every distribution network operator or electricity trading company.
According to the interviews with blockchain experts, this could be done with smart
contracts. Blockchain would also enable collaboration between companies without need of
trust between them.
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▪

No central governance

It would be possible to spread the responsibility among all actors with blockchain because
blockchain creates a decentralised system. The actors working with the electrified roads
will most likely all want to have control over some part of the system, but no one will
probably want to be responsible for the other large actors. This would be a highly
interactive system, and to spread the responsibility of owning the network would make it
decentralised without central governance. Again, this part of the criteria would not be
fulfilled if the government owned the whole system with no other actors.
▪

Transactions depending on each other

The first four of Greenspan’s criteria can be met with this use case. The last one about
having transactions depend on each other is harder to meet. For this use case, only one-way
transactions have been considered. Only the vehicles will buy electricity, and the
electrified road will not buy electricity from the vehicles.
4.3.1 Comments on solution
The interviewed blockchain experts’ comments on this use case differed (see 3.5.3). Some
claimed that it was not a good blockchain use case, while some thought it sounded as a
great blockchain use case. One comment against the use case was that nobody should own
the process if blockchain is to be used, which might be the case if the Swedish government
have a big role. The opposite perspective was the fact that blockchain is good at creating a
market, and since electrified roads most likely will include many actors, this might be a
good match.
Two proposed solutions were summarised based on the interviews. Independently on
solution the payment system will need to be scalable and able to handle many transactions
per second, up too maximum 1520 transactions per second according to calculations (see
3.5.4). These calculations however, only include heavy traffic over 3.5 tons and are
approximate to give an order of transactions rather than exact number of transactions. If
three actors want to be paid the transactions per second will be 4560. The suggested
solutions are conceptual and to create a payment system, more planning is required. The
solutions should be used more as a guideline than an answer for how to use blockchain in
this specific use case. Overall, the experts see a bright future for blockchain and believed
the technical challenges would be solved. When the electrified roads are ready to be built,
blockchain might have gained enough maturity to be ready to be used in a payment system.

4.4 Blockchain in the energy sector
Table 11 summarises Greenspan's criteria applied to the use of blockchain in the energy
sector. These criteria are a help to understand why or why not blockchain should be used in
the energy sector. The conclusion is that blockchain can be of use to enable transparency
and trust between actors in the energy sector. If companies or organisations want to keep
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control and power to themselves, blockchain is not the answer. A more detailed view of
Greenspan’s criteria follows here:
Table 11. Greenspan’s criteria on energy sector
Criteria

Why blockchain?

Why not blockchain?

Shared database,
decentralised

Several actors in the energy
sector.

Not necessary in-house.

Multiple writers

All actors are active in their part
of the chain.

May not be affected by others’
transactions.

Absent of trust

Companies not trusting
companies, users not trusting
users.

User to company has high
trust. [125]

No central governance

If wanting more transparency,
more actors with equal power.

Big actors want to keep
power. Regulations decide.

Transactions
dependent on each
other

Proving that you have what you
are selling.

If there is trust, there is no
need for proof.

4.4.1 Trilemma
When discussing blockchain for the energy sector, the blockchain trilemma can also be of
use. The questions that should be asked are:
1) Is it important that many actors can buy electricity at the same time with fast
verification?
2) Is it important that it will be impossible to fool the network even if no actor is
trusted?
3) Is it important that no actor have greater influence in the network than other actors?
For the energy sector, it will most likely be interesting to put more effort on the first
question. To have a network and a system that can handle many transactions fast will be
important.
In case of actors trusting each other, this is an interesting discussion for the energy sector
because of the large number of actors. With the energy industry landscape of Sweden
today (see 2.4), actors work together and trust each other, until a dispute arises. Therefore,
security is important, avoiding malicious actors.
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Development of smart grids would require the energy industry becoming more
decentralised. Smaller actors could work closer with bigger actors, and blockchain could
then serve a purpose to create equal power between the actors. If this is what the bigger
companies want, that is another question.
4.4.2 Scalability for energy use
Trading electricity today via Nordpool is based on forecasts and would not change with
blockchain. Blockchain could instead be used in order to make the trading more
transparent and more accurate. As stated in the interviews, blockchain is a tool for creating
cooperation between actors, which is exactly what trading is about. When using blockchain
for applications where there is a need for high frequency trading, like electricity, state
channels could be the answer. There are several solutions for scalability that are more or
less radical, and state channels could be an early solution (see 3.2). The cost per transaction
would be much lower using blockchain than a regular bank, and if there are many
transactions, cost can be considerably reduced. State channels could be used for instant
payment, or electricity trading between two known actors. Lundfall discussed blockchain
as a courtroom and to settle everything except the most important things outside the
blockchain, is an interesting thought. This also connects to other aspects about blockchain,
especially that scalability is affected by transaction size and amount. By looking at
blockchain only when it is necessary to use, the scalability challenge might be solved.
The interviewees expressed scepticism towards state channels, since the developers of
Raiden are quite secretive and it has been questioned if the network will work as good as
predicted. Even though there are possible problems with state channels, it is an interesting
subject for electricity trading. One aspect of this is also that the energy sector will need to
come up with its own standards that are sufficient for use cases connected to electricity. If
the development results in a solution for how to transact with electricity, a standard can be
set.

4.5 Understanding innovation of blockchain
When implementing a new technology, it is important to be aware of the different steps of
innovation. In a long-term perspective, it is hard to know the outcome. Future blockchain
solutions will be more radical and disruptive than the first implementations. Everyone
interviewed for this thesis believed that blockchain would have importance for the future
development of Internet. To have a successful part of the future of blockchain, it will be
important to become involved in blockchain projects early. If the project is well thought
through and creates healthy competition, new innovations will follow [88]. To find new
solutions in one context and then generalise them, can create new innovations and be
implemented in other areas of the energy sector. Blockchain’s ability to organise in a new
way is truly interesting in aspect of innovation and it also gives blockchain potential to be a
radical innovation. If blockchain will have the ability to steer people's behaviours like
Lundfall claimed, there is absolutely a need for the energy sector to be a part of that
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development. To convince electricity consumers to use electricity more flexible might be
difficult, but blockchain solutions could help to change that behaviour. This would also be
a clear financial objective for the energy sector where money would be saved if the energy
peaks would be flattened. However, the price for electricity is very low in Sweden [126]
and it will probably be a challenge to motivate people to use electricity more efficiently to
save only a small amount of money.
In terms of blockchain development, private blockchains will lead to incremental
innovations. As mentioned in the result, there are aspects of private chains that make the
early adoption easier (see 3.3.1). There are possibilities to make more projects with faster
iterations, and there is not the same need for trust in the developers as in the big platforms.
Acceptance for a public blockchain is probably lower. With this said, all interviewees
working close to Ethereum were sceptical towards private chains. Public blockchains have
the ability to be a more radical innovation, changing behaviour and creating totally new
markets. That is also why real mainstream implementation of public blockchains are
further away in the future.
4.5.1 Digitalisation speaks for blockchain
The success of an innovation also depends on the surrounding environment. Therefore, the
development of blockchain are suited for Nordic countries (see 3.4.1). For blockchain to
have a disruptive effect, the surrounding infrastructure have to be ready for the technology.
The adaptation and acceptance of digital solutions also have to be high, like in the Nordic
countries. This is also of importance for the industry wanting to adopt blockchain. This is
one of the reasons why the energy sector is suitable for blockchain implementation and
development. The energy sector has high digital acceptation, especially in Sweden. With
the use of smart meters and smart grids, the development is heading for a more digital
energy industry and energy market. Blockchain can be an important part of making the
energy sector even more digital.
4.5.2 Phases of innovation
Theory regarding innovation states that every innovation goes through three phases (see
2.6.1). Blockchain is right now at the end of the first phase, working its way through the
second one. First is the phase of discovery, which blockchain already has gone through,
where people have recognised its potential.
The second phase of innovation is the phase of incubation, in which the innovation can
mature and business opportunities be found. This phase is even more important for radical
innovations than incremental. The incubation phase is where some blockchain projects are
today, and that phase will not end until blockchain has been properly tested on the market.
There are still challenges that blockchain is facing, and these need to be solved before
leaving the incubation phase.
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For blockchain to be implemented properly on the market, it is also of interest to discuss
what the end users actually will know. As of today, not all people know what Bitcoin is,
and even fewer what blockchain is. In comparison with the development of Internet, not
many Internet users today know how Internet is affected by the protocols it is built upon.
Of the people knowing what blockchain is, the once actually understanding what it means
and what affects it can have, are even fewer. From a business perspective, the question is
how the end users will be able to appreciate blockchain, and why would they pay more for
something they do not understand? In the case of blockchain, it will be the companies
pushing the innovation onto the buyers, more than the buyers asking for blockchain
solutions. This will also affect the design of the blockchain, since the users have to be
aware and active for some blockchain designs, such as public blockchains. These kinds of
tasks need to be solved before blockchain can reach the next phase of the innovation,
which is the acceleration phase. It is also in the acceleration phase that revenue can be
created.
A further step in reaching the acceleration phase is by developing and using standards.
When discussing standardisation during the interviews, all interviewees agreed that there is
a need for standardisation, and that it most likely will happen. A global standard is
questionable, but different standards for different use cases and industries are preferable.
For standards to be accepted, the distance between developers and industry has to decrease
and the companies involved in early projects will have greater impact of future solutions.
With this is mind, it can be even more important to be a part of the early development, it is
most likely early adopters and industries with a lot of resources that will set the standard.
This also point towards the bigger consortiums of companies such as Hyperledger and
Ethereum Enterprise Alliance, where a lot of money and lot of developers are participating.
Today, both Ethereum and Hyperledger are acting as early adopters trying to create value
out of blockchain. To continuously follow the development of blockchain and try to
understand what the right time is to implement blockchain technology, will be important
for companies such as Fortum.
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5. Conclusions
This chapter presents the conclusion of this thesis. A suggestion for further research is also
presented.

5.1 Which design choices affect scalability in a blockchain
solution?
There are several design choices that affect scalability and every specific use case needs to
be evaluated individually. The construction of private blockchains varies, which makes
evaluation of scalability more complex. Nevertheless, below follows a presentation of the
attributes that have been highlighted in this thesis.
Choice of public or private blockchain is the overall choice that in turn affects the other
choices to make (see 3.1).
▪
▪
▪
▪

Consensus algorithm is a big part of each blockchain protocol and therefore affects
scalability differently (see 3.1).
Block size and time is a choice of security versus performance for public
blockchains (see 3.1).
Type of nodes affects the number of nodes verifying transactions, and larger
number of nodes in a network affect scalability negatively (see 3.1).
Type of transaction is affecting time of verifying a transaction. Larger transaction
takes longer time (see 3.1).

5.2 Which solutions to these scalability problems are suggested?
The long-term solutions for scaling blockchain include decreasing number of nodes
verifying transactions, decreasing latency. Other solutions want to avoid unnecessary
computation on the blockchain. To evaluate future blockchain solutions the trilemma (see
2.6.4) is useful when designing scalable blockchains. Here follow the suggestions
presented in this thesis:
▪

▪
▪

▪
▪

Implementing state channels, creating an off-chain network, such as the Raiden or
Lightning network. This would among other things enable higher throughput of
transactions (see 3.2).
Implementing sharding would enable parallel transaction resulting in higher
throughput (see 3.2).
Implementing side chains, creating chains connected to a top-level blockchain lets
transactions be verified by smaller sections of the network, leading to higher
throughput (see 3.2).
Increasing block sizes would result in higher throughput but could lead to
centralisation in the network due to high data storage costs (see 3.2).
Development of consensus algorithms are one step in improving scalability and an
ongoing process (see 3.1).
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5.3 How can those be of use in the case study of electrified
roads?
Suggested blockchain solutions:
▪
▪

Public blockchain with state channels
Private blockchain with a practical byzantine fault tolerant protocol

For more detailed solution (see 3.5.4).
What also should be considered when choosing blockchain design are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Decide which actors will be involved, and what role the government will have.
Decide what information should be accessible to whom.
Be aware of the wider picture with insight in industry and market theory.
Work with an iterative trial for successful scaling.
Keep an open communication with users to gain acceptance for blockchain.

In addition to the conclusions above, it is of great importance to remember that blockchain
is in an early state and it is not the answer to every problem, even though that is what the
community is advocating. According to the hype cycle (see 2.6.2), blockchain is about to
reach through of disillusionment, where expectations are failing. Therefore, it is of use to
evaluate possible blockchain use cases with Greenspan’s criteria, in order to understand the
actual gain of blockchain. As blockchain has not yet reached the acceleration phase in the
three phases of innovation, further research needs to be made for value to be created.

5.4 Discussion of conclusion
When relating to blockchain as an innovation, it is important to remember that the
expectations around blockchain are high at the moment and this affects how blockchain is
discussed. Also it should be considered that blockchain is in its incubation phase, and
blockchain solutions developed today will probably not be the ones making revenue in the
future. This thesis recognises blockchain as a radical innovation that has the ability to
enable great changes, but to do so collaboration is be vital. Technically, a first step should
be to implement private blockchains, since those projects are easier to iterate and hopefully
will enable new innovations.
The energy sector is a landscape of many actors, and blockchain can be a tool for creating
a market for both new innovations and old ones taking new shapes. Real value can be
gained when working together across industry and company borders.
This thesis recognises potential in using blockchain in the energy sector for high frequency
trading. Also, the solution for electricity trading could be used to decentralise the
electricity grid as it is transitioning into a smart grid. This thesis believes that autonomous
self-executing smart contracts, state channels and using machine-to-machine transactions
on a private or public blockchain, will be of great use in the energy sector in the future.
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5.5 Further research
The area of blockchain needs to be researched more. Today research is done with a
business perspective or with a deep technical perspective. The area in between needs to be
studied further. As raised in the thesis generating value out of blockchain is hard, and
therefore innovation research needs to be conducted. Examples of this is comparing the
development of Internet in order to gain knowledge of how to generate value of disruptive
technical development.
For this study the blockchain trilemma has been used in order to understand scalability
problems. This theory is at the moment quite new and is not properly evaluated. Therefore,
further investigation regarding the blockchain trilemma would bring value to
understanding blockchain.
Another challenge raised is the importance of standards, and from this the question
regarding who shall initiate the standardisation research arises. What role the government
will have is an important question. For industries that are highly regulated the governments
may need to have an active role, but might at the same time not be fast enough compared
to industry actors.
In regard of the energy sector there is a need for research to be done regarding the
decentralisation of actors. What affects would decentralisation have on the energy sector
landscape, and how big is the need for decentralisation in order to gain value from
blockchain?
Further research regarding blockchain scalability should involve proper testing and
analysing statistics based on the implemented result. Almost every interviewee stated that
to solve the scalability problem, real large-scale tests are required. Regarding consensus
algorithms, further comparison and testing is vital for successful implementations. In this
technology intensive industry, where most of the developments are open source, new
solutions can evolve fast.
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Appendix A - Calculations
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑠 2015 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 3,5 𝑡𝑜𝑛: 4 641 ∗ 106
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 40 𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑘𝑚 𝑡𝑜 63 𝑡𝑜𝑛 𝑘𝑚:

63 − 40
= 0,5750
40

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑖𝑛 2030: 4 641 ∗ 106 ∗ 1,5750 = 7309 ∗ 106
𝑇𝑤𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒 𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝐸𝑉:

2
= 0,6667
3

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑉 𝑖𝑛 2030: 7309 ∗ 106 ∗ 0,6667 = 4 873 ∗ 106
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟: 365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60 ∗ 60 = 3,154 ∗ 108
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑉 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑: 4 873 ∗ 106 ∗ 3,154 ∗ 10−8 = 154,5
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑉 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑: 154,5 ∗ 10 = 1545

Appendix B - Blockchain researchers & experts
Please, give a brief presentation about yourself and your academic background and current
work.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

How do you see the future of blockchain and what difficulties will it have?
In aspect of innovation, where do you think blockchain is at the moment?
What are the scalability issues right now, and how will they be fixed?
What are the risks of having public blockchains where all transactions can be
showed, and what do you think companies/users think about this?
What do you think the development will go towards; permissioned or
permissionless?
What do you think affects scalability the most, regulations in regard of public
private or the consensus algorithm?
Do you think we need public or private chains?
If you actually want what IoT devices connected via blockchain, how will that
work if all blockchains have different attributes such as private/public or different
consensus algorithms or permissioned/permissionless?
What do you think about solutions like sharding, block size, side chains and state
channels?
What do you think of the development of consensus algorithms?
Could you describe how Hyperledger “works”?
Will IBM use fabric?
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▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

What are the limits of Fabric when it comes to nodes and clients and throughput, or
have there been any trials like that?
In Sweden, and other countries as well, it is the government and big companies
that put a lot of money into blockchain, but in Sweden, there is a high trust in the
government and the industry, do we actually need blockchain here?
How do you think blockchain will affect the energy sector?
What do you think about standards for blockchain in the sense of regulation
(private, public, consensus algorithms) and when will we see any?
When looking into private blockchains, what do you think of PBFT as a standard
for industry cases? What are the limits of number of nodes and clients?
What are the alternatives to smart contracts that do not regard blockchain?
What investments are needed for blockchain?

Electrified road case
In Sweden and other parts of the world there are roads being built to give electric cars
energy as they drive. The research is done in different ways but the result will still be that
cars can drive on the road and charge their batteries. The problem is that so far there are no
solutions for how the payment should be handled. One alternative is that there could be
toll-stations, but that would mean that the cars have to stop before every road, but only the
electric cars. One solutions is that by using blockchain and smart contracts, the car and the
power solution can automatically agree on charging and make sure that the energy
company gets paid and the car gets the electricity it pays for. This would also make it
possible for drivers to drive through any country without knowing the different electrical
companies and still charge their cars.
How does this sound as a use case for blockchain?
▪

In Sweden, and other countries as well, the government and big companies put a lot
of money into blockchain, but in Sweden, and I assume Denmark as well, there is a
high trust in them, so do we actually need blockchain here?

Appendix C - Electrified road actors
Please, give a brief presentation about yourself and your academic background and current
work.
Technology
▪
▪
▪
▪

How do you think the development of the technology will proceed?
How could each vehicle's electricity consumption be measured?
Would the electricity be disconnected when the vehicle passes another vehicle?
How would the electricity be measured if disconnected?
What is the time frame for the development of the technology? How do you think
other countries will follow this development?
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▪
▪
▪
▪

How easy would it be to “steal” electricity from the roads?
What technical difficulties are there to install electricity transfer technology in
vehicles?
When do you believe it will be possible to install inductive charging in roads?
What are the main technical difficulties with electrified roads technology?

Commercial use of electrified roads
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

When do you think electrified roads will be used on a daily basis in Sweden?
How many is expected to use electrified roads?
Who will be eligible to deliver electricity?
How will the roles for the Swedish Energy Agency, the Swedish Transport
Administration, the Swedish Government etc. change?
What criteria are identified for the use of electrified roads?
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